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Hiring forecasts for 2016 are bullish, and employers aiming to increase head count will be tasked with
differentiating themselves from the competition in order to win talent. Experts predict many of the recruiting
trends prevalent last year—branding, maximizing talent analytics, repairing the candidate experience and
leveraging untapped sources of hire—will continue to resonate in 2016.
“As the employment market continues to tighten, it will become increasingly difficult for employers to find
the quality, skilled candidates to meet their needs,” said Joanie Courtney, senior vice president, global
market insights at job site Monster. “Attracting and retaining talent will remain a challenge as top candidates
experience an increase of competitive job offers, along with better salaries and opportunities.”
Companies will take an even more strategic approach to talent acquisition, “becoming increasingly inventive
to attract and retain valuable candidates,” said Byrne Mulrooney, CEO of Futurestep, a Korn Ferry company
specializing in recruitment process outsourcing. “While 2015 indicated the start of this thoughtful attitude to
hiring, we expect this approach to pay off” this year, he said.
1. Focus on Employer Branding Will Grow
Quality candidates are in the driver’s seat. And job seekers today are more sophisticated job shoppers,
according to experts. “They won’t bother to apply to a company if they can’t find enough information about
the company online,” said J.T. O’Donnell, CEO of Careerealism, a career services site based in the Boston
area.
“With the evolution of social media and employer-brand-focused sites like Glassdoor, it’s critical that
companies focus on establishing and developing their brand in 2016,” said Josh Tolan, CEO of Spark Hire,
a video-interviewing company based in the Chicago area. “More and more companies are going to look for
ways to showcase why candidates should apply to work there.”
Candidates want to know as much as possible about the job, company, culture and corporate values, said
William Tincup, CEO of HR consultancy Tincup & Co., based in Dallas. “Recruiters must be prepared to
have robust and honest conversations about every aspect of the job. If you can’t handle this, you’ll lose
talent.”
Susan Vitale, chief marketing officer for Matawan, N.J.-based recruitment software provider iCIMS,
recommended using actual employees in photos and videos to help illustrate employment brand, in addition
to showcasing the company culture, key benefits and training opportunities on a careers site and social
media pages. “Employees are a company’s best brand ambassadors and their stories speak volumes more
than a company mission statement,” she said.
2. Use of Talent Analytics Will Increase
Analyzing and curating data to measure and improve hiring will become more prevalent in 2016.
Jennifer McClure, executive coach and CEO of Unbridled Talent, a management consultancy based in
Cincinnati, predicts talent acquisition professionals will feel the pressure to move away from traditional
recruitment methods dominated by instinct and begin to master the ability of turning everyday data into
recruiting intelligence.
“HR and recruiting leaders will continue to seek better ways to get their arms around data and develop true
insights about future and current employees,” agreed Leela Srinivasan, chief marketing officer for Lever,
an applicant tracking system based in San Francisco.
Many companies are already going beyond simply reviewing basic operational measurements like time-tofill, cost-per-hire and source-of-hire, and are instead hiring full-time analysts to mine for more in-depth talent
metrics, Mulrooney said. Some companies are using data to analyze competitor talent pools to find

candidates with the right skills and potential to join the organization, and are examining data on whether
full-time or part-time employees bring the highest return on investment. “Companies are using data to
capture a whole-person analysis of candidates to determine if they have the competencies, experiences,
traits and drivers to succeed,” he added.
Srinivasan noted that “we’re finally getting to the point where people can actually trust and filter the data
real-time within their applicant tracking and HRIS [human resource information system] systems and use
the data to make decisions about recruiting and managing employees.”
Organizations are also beginning to store data in complex ways, thanks to the cloud, said Steve Lowisz,
CEO of Qualigence International, a global recruiting and recruitment research firm based in the Detroit area.
“Mass amounts of data can now be analyzed with higher speed, producing quicker results. Recruiters
should make it a top priority for 2016 to understand the storing of data and its effect on hiring.”
HR has to analyze talent data, concluded Sarah Brennan, CEO of talent advisory firm Accelir and founder
of the HR Tech Blog. “I know this is a scary thing for HR to hear, but for too long HR has gotten a pass on
lacking analytics because it’s a ‘people person’ job or the technology to do it wasn’t affordable. In 2016,
neither are valid.”
3. Employers Will Broaden Their Sourcing Scope
Lacking enough qualified candidates, employers are going to have to get creative about hiring, O’Donnell
said. In addition to “a boom of apprenticeships and in-house training programs,” O’Donnell predicts
recruiters will look to similar industries to poach talent. And although it may seem counterintuitive, consider
cross-industry hiring, Lowisz said. Employers can miss out on quality hires by taking too narrow a view on
where they source talent.
“Individuals who have worked in various other fields often gain experience that translates directly to the job
in question,” he said. And they may also provide the company with cultural diversity that appeals to new
markets, he added.
Experts predict an increased focus on developing talent internally and hiring for traits and motivations,
instead of strictly skills and experience. “Sourcing internally has its benefits, from a shorter time to
productivity to lower staffing costs, which as a result means better financial performance,” Mulrooney said.
Tolan wholeheartedly recommends developing current employees for new roles; it “keeps them motivated
and helps the organization as their knowledge compounds over time, which makes them more valuable the
longer they are with the company,” he said. HR will need to have systems for tracking how employees are
doing so top performers can easily be identified, he added.
Companies are also increasingly looking beyond just the skills and experience candidates bring to the table,
and considering what some call investment or program hiring.
“Companies are hiring people with the right traits and motivations who can be trained on-the-job for
professions from software coding to customer service,” Mulrooney said. “More often than in the past, these
employers are becoming less adamant about hiring only college graduates and are evaluating people on
their ability to perform in the future.”
Hiring criteria will have to fundamentally change, O’Donnell said. From the big three criteria most often used
to hire new talent—personality, aptitude and experience—it’s experience that has the most wriggle room,
she said. “You’re not going to change a person’s personality or aptitude for a job, but as long as you can
identify a cultural fit, you can train a candidate to do the job.”
4. HR Will Look to Repair the Candidate Experience
Organizations are reviewing their recruitment processes to ensure candidates can easily find and apply for
open positions. Failing to keep in touch with candidates after making initial contact, a lengthy and tedious
application process, and lack of engagement from recruiters during the hiring process “leave the candidate
feeling unappreciated and disrespected,” Lowisz said.
More employers are measuring candidate experience as a form of recruiter and business performance,
said Elaine Orler, CEO and founder of talent acquisition consultancy Talent Function, based in San Diego.

“Every single candidate touch point—the online application experience, each interaction with the scheduler,
the preparedness of the interviewers, the turnaround time in communicating with candidates, the way an
offer is delivered—reflects on the employer, Srinivasan said. “If you’re missing the mark, the world soon
knows about it due to sites like Glassdoor, and highly skilled people juggling competing offers will certainly
factor their experience as a candidate into their final decision, so it impacts offer acceptance rates,” she
said.
In 2016, candidates will drive the frequency and medium of communication, Tincup said. “They expect text
messages and regular status updates. If you can’t do that, or worse, won’t do it, you’ve already shown
yourself as someone who’s slow to the game.” They also want actionable feedback, he said. “If a candidate
doesn’t get a job, offer four ways he or she can improve and potentially land this job the next time [it’s
open].”
Improving the rejection process should be a priority. “How you choose to let somebody down says a lot
about you as a company,” O’Donnell said.
She recommended coming up with a more-helpful rejection letter that thanks the applicant for applying,
offers free job search resources and serves to cultivate future talent pools. “That’s better than not hearing
anything, or getting a cold form letter.”
Orler said that treating rejected candidates fairly creates the opportunity for those candidates to provide
referrals for other candidates, easing the burden for recruiters.
Send tailored, relevant communications about new job opportunities and other news about the organization,
Vitale said. “This will help sourcers build a pipeline of engaged candidates for future openings.”
Mulrooney said that 2016 will see more personalized candidate concierge services. “Recruiters will be
expected to deliver the white-glove treatment for candidates. Giving special tours of other departments
within the company, developing presentations on the company culture and providing lunch between
interviews will be de rigueur.”
5. HR Technologies Will Continue to Integrate (Slowly)
Experts predict that HR technology consolidation and cross-platform expansion will continue this year, but
at a slow, incremental pace, as talent acquisition technology shifts into new areas.
“HR technology will become more streamlined as clients turn from multiple vendors to bundling their human
capital management, applicant tracking systems and video interviewing, all on one platform,” Mulrooney
said.
Integration is not happening as quickly as had been forecast in years past. “While the HR technology
vendors are working on this, it isn’t advancing as quickly as I would have liked to see four to five years ago
when the road maps were being talked about,” Brennan said. “What we find instead is a few talent
acquisition suites starting to take hold, and even most of them use partners to achieve this vs. being a true
all-in-one platform.”
Brennan said she’s seen more of the traditional talent management platforms starting to expand and
enhance their recruiting solutions, but the smaller “bolt-on solutions outside of ATS/CRM [applicant tracking
system/candidate relationship management]” will be slower to come. “If you’re a CHRO or VP of HR that
truly wants to find a system that excels in all the various recruiting-related products and has talent
management as well as HRIS-type functions, you’ll have better luck winning the Powerball lottery.”
And that might be OK, because the technology to achieve a truly integrated and effective all-purpose suite
may not be there yet. “The number of vendors you work with is far less critical than having technology that
integrates, and integrates seamlessly,” Srinivasan said. “In fact, relying on one vendor to do it all can be
much less effective because no one player is best-of-breed at everything, and you can end up with illthought-out software that poorly supports critical workflows and processes.”
Brennan agreed, saying that “the problem with being an all-in-one suite is that while you are strong in one
or two areas, the other areas are often average or even substandard versions of the point solutions.”
Orler stressed that while the market continues to shift, the most important consideration for organizations
looking for technology solutions is to ensure they are clear about what they need and why.
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